#3 All Things Amazon
From the source to the mouth,
explore the Amazon River and rain
basin. This program highlights
the discoveries and challenges
of a six-month journey exploring
the Amazon Rainforest of South
America. Learn about some of the
amazing plants, animals and people that call the Amazon home. Ideas and issues are presented in
an engaging and interesting format that brings the Amazon to life!

Are field trips being eliminated
from your school’s budget?
How about an in-house field trip?
Staying in the comfort of your school, students in every grade
level take a field trip adventure to learn and grow. Combine this
with workshops that inspire students to write and you have a
foundation for academic success and lifelong learning!

You have a choice of FIVE excellent programs.
#1 Wondrous Journey
Participate in an interactive and informative program that highlights a
two-year, 28-country journey around
the globe. This option encourages
students to dream big and experience the joy that is found in staying
true to one’s heart. Woven throughout are stories of positive character education and life lessons as
learned from many cultures. Be part of a lasting impression guaranteed to inspire future generations.
A writing workshop accompanies Option #1. “The Writing Adventure”
leads students through a journal-writing exercise. They will use their
five senses to describe images from around the world -- the imagination knows no boundaries.

#2 G is for Gorillas and Giving

#4 Wondrous Mississippi
Explore the Wondrous Mississippi River with me as I share
a two-month journey following
the river for 2,300 miles from
its source to its mouth. Experience the beauty of the nature,
the depth of the history and
the inspiring people I encountered on my trip.

#5 Wondrous Creatures -Explore a World of Animals
Learn about and explore the
various habitats around the
world and some of the amazing animals that live there. An
optional writing workshop accompanies the program entitled “Scientists for a Day” that
establishes the framework
of students as scientists in
various habitats, journaling on
their animal studies.
The book, “Wondrous Creatures,” documenting my
exploration of wild animals
from around the world, is
available for purchase after
the presentation.

If you are a teacher, PTA member, school administrator, or have any
connection to the educational system, please consider bringing me
to your school.
Cheers,

Travel to Africa and meet the mindblowing mountain gorillas that call it
home. This course spotlights science
through conservation issues and how
service projects have positive lasting
impacts. Students will familiarize themselves with the characteristics and
habitat of mountain gorillas as well as
the cultures of the indigenous people.
Option # 2 is also supplemented by a writing workshop. “Scientists
for a Day” establishes the framework of students as scientists in
Africa, journaling about their animal studies.

Connecting people to cultures,
history and the natural wonders
of the world.

For more information contact:
dean@deanjacobs.org
or visit www.deanjacobs.org
402-719-7083

